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1. Introduction 
The INDEX databases published by HCI Solutions AG contain commercial and scientific information in German 
and French about medications and other products needed in the Swiss health industry; they also include the 
addresses of most of the actors and partners in the industry such as hospitals, doctors and companies. 

Depending on the needs of the individual user groups, the various INDEX products deliver up to 1.5 GB of data 
for 250’000 articles and over 100’000 addresses. An overview of the available products can be found at 
www.hcisolutions.ch/index. The main difference between the various INDEX products lies in their licensing 
model, which is suited to various usage patterns, and the number of records and different data domains 
included, fitting ideally the needs of each user group.  

  

This document explains the concept and data available in the INDEX data. With INDEX, hundreds of 
commercial and scientific attributes of a product and dozens of attributes for various actors such as companies, 
insurances and service providers become accessible. The results can be used in a wide variety of application in 
need of data about medical products and actors.  

The INDEX data is a vastly expanded and technical superior product that has its roots in the old GALDAT data 
distributed by Galenica / Galexis / e-mediat AG since the early 1990s. 

The target groups of this document are project owners, project managers and software developers interested in 
adding INDEX information to their individual software products. The structure of this manual is as follows: 
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3. Disclaimer 
 

All rights reserved. The INDEX data and data structures presented here are the exclusive property of HCI Solutions AG. 

All references to XML data written in XPath notation, e.g. CDSCODE/CCH/ISCODE.  
The name of the root node (e.g. CDSCODE) also denotes the name of the respective schema (the “data domain”) 
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4. An overview of the data structure 
The INDEX database includes over 600 columns of data, distributed over more than 20 data domains, so called 
“schemas” as pictured below. The data is written and updated daily by our editorial staff with dozens of 
healthcare professionals, mainly medical doctors, pharmacists, druggists and pharmaceutical assistants. They 
also work together with various external data sources such as the Federal Administration, most pharmaceutical 
companies, many wholesalers and various professional user groups such as pharmaSuisse, ABDA and 
GSASA. Over 150 software companies, implementing custom business applications for their customers in 
pharmacies, hospitals, medical cabinets, wholesalers, insurances, care homes and druggists, use the data. 
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5. The INDEX schemas – the data structures explained 
To learn more about the different data domains and the associated data contents, please use our public INDEX 
Datadoc Application. This multi-purpose online documentation gives you optimum information about the extent, 
quality and usability of the INDEX data and provides example data. 

The Datadoc Website at https://index.hcisolutions.ch/datadoc offers a structured documentation of each 
element available in the current release of the INDEX data. The navigation is possible by schema, data 
hierarchy and release date. In addition, a powerful full text search is available. You can also export the 
documentation as a PDF file. 

End-users, product owners, managers and business analysts can enter a search keyword or just browse the 
structures to get a better understanding of the INDEX data. It is also possible to download and print out the 
Datadoc for a single schema or the complete INDEX. Datadoc explains each data element, tells about the data 
source, explains the editorial work done by HCI Solutions AG and shows usage and application.  

The Datadoc documentation is in a continuous process of review and extension and depends on feedbacks 
from our customers and the shared support and consulting experience. 

Due to the highly varied information sources and user base, the Datadoc content is available in a „language 
mix” of German, French and English content. German is the primary language. 

 

As depicted, the INDEX information is contained in over 20 “schemas”. The following list explains the content of 
each of these data domains and their hierarchy. Simply click the links to view the latest version of each schema 
online in our INDEX Datadoc. There you can read the annotated documentation, look at a graphical 
representation of the hierarchy, find example data, explore linked CODE data tables, browse the release letters 
and download the corresponding XSD. In addition, access the respective GET webservice viewer to launch a 
query and look at some live data – which itself links back to the corresponding elements in Datadoc. 
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Schema Description 

Code All code tables necessary to lookup value lists 

Product A product groups all identical properties of multiple articles with the same 
contents, e.g. the product “ASPIRIN C Brausetabl“ also has two separate 
articles (packages) of 10 or 20 pieces, but all scientific medical properties are 
identical for these two articles as they contain the same pill. 

Substance A product consists of various substances 

Interaction The list of all possible drug-drug interactions: A product can have interactions 
with other products. Before administering a product, it is therefore vital to check 
if the patient uses other products and do an interaction check. 

Brevier Based on the monograph (the "Fachinformation" from AIPS, as found in 
Schema Compendium), we maintain abbreviated short texts about the 
composition, indications, contraindications and dosage of the product 

Codex End-of-Life, do not use anymore, but take “Brevier” instead! 

News News about product security, market news and innovations, linked to products 

Product_Substance_ 
Alternative_Quantity 

Normed quantities of the substances in a product (for each substance in each 
component). For calculations, ONLY use data from this schema! Normalized, 
available for base and salt (see INDEX workshop manual for details). 

Product_Proprietary_Quantity Standard and proprietary quantity units of this product  
(e.g. contains 10 ml or 1 Messlöffel or “Is divisible”). 

Compendium The monograph as approved by Swissmedic and published through AIPS 
(professional information, patient information). 

Kompendium_Product The link between a monograph and all the products that it applies to. 

Kompendium_Image The illustrations of the COMPENDIUM texts (Base64 encoded, CDATA) 

Article The articles („packages“) as they can be bought. Mainly commercial data (as 
scientific data is shared using the PRODUCT grouping similar articles). 

Limitation Limitations on pay-back through health insurance, 
as defined in the Spezialitätenliste of the BAG (FOPH). 

Article_Image Available picture types and date of last update for article photos. 

Article_Proprietary_Quantity Standard and proprietary quantity units of this article  
(E.g. contains 10 ml or 1 Messlöffel or “Is divisible”). 

Article_Price The same price data as in in ARTICLE/ART/ARTPRI, but able to include data of 
multiple suppliers. Use this schema instead if you need this ability. 

Article_Wholesaler Commercial information about articles, as valid for a specific wholesaler. There 
might e.g. be two records for an article, one describing properties from Galexis, 
once from Voigt or Unione etc. (mostly prices and discounts). 

Wholesaler List of all wholesalers and suppliers that deliver data in Article_Wholesaler. 

Company List of all companies relevant to an article; see ART/ARTCOMP for their role, 
e.g. producer [H] or distributor [V]. 

Insurance List of all health and accident insurance companies in Switzerland 

ServiceProvider List of nearly 100’000 service providers in the Swiss Health industry, 
e.g. pharmacists, hospitals, medical cabinets etc. 

CDS Substance- and product-related risks  
plus patient-relevant properties (e.g. dosage) for products. 

CDSCODE Code table of all known/possible risks  

CDSDSP Detailed source information about a risk mentioned in CDS 

ConsumerCode Consumer-related code tables (product attributes, consumer categories) 

ConsumerFolder Consumer-related product folder information (grouping similar products) 

ConsumerProduct Consumer-related product information (mapping the product and folder) 
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6. Content differences between various products 

6.1. INDEX products, subscription levels and schemas 
Depending on your INDEX product and the chosen subscription level, more or less data structures are available 
to you. See the following table (or the PackageInfo for your account) to get an overview what is available where. 

The default licensing only covers local IT system usage (non-public, on-premise). If you want to use INDEX data 
on public websites, e.g. for a shop, the additional option “CONSUMER” must also be licensed. 
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Code * * * * * * *

Product * * * * * * *

Substance ** * ** * ** ** *

Interaction ** ** ** * ** ** *

Brevier * * * * * * *

Codex * * * * * * *

News * * * * * * *

Product_Substance_Alternative_Quantity * * * * ** * *

Product_Proprietary_Quantity * * * * ** * *

Compendium * * * * ** * *

Kompendium_Product * * * * ** * *

Kompendium_Image * * * * ** * *

Article * * * * * * *

Limitation * * * * * * *

Article_Image wi *** * ** wi

Article_Price * * * * * * *

Article_Proprietary_Quantity * * * * ** * *

Article_Wholesaler * * * * * *

Company * * * * * * *

Insurance * * * * * * *

ServiceProvider * * * * * * *

Wholesaler * * * * * * *

CDS *** *** *** *

CDSCODE * * * * * *

CDSDSP *** *** *** *

ConsumerCode wi * ** wi

ConsumerFolder wi * ** wi

ConsumerProduct wi * ** wi

INDEX packages (Basic*/Adv**/Pro***) BAP BA BAP BA BAP B

evidisBasic (pharmaSuisse) e

Subscription Levels: *Basic (B), **Advanced (A), ***Professional (P)

Subscription Options: wi=webINDEX, e=Evidis
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6.2. INDEX products and assortments 
In addition, similar limitations exist for the data itself: depending on your INDEX product and the chosen 
subscription level, your INDEX data contains more or less articles and products. The filtering happens based on 
assortment code criteria: 

 

 

 

The partner data available in the schemas for companies, insurances and service providers is not affected by 
any such limitation; every INDEX user has access to the complete data in these domains 
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M1 01 Medikamente der Liste A 2550 x x x x
M1 02 Medikamente der Liste B 8200 x x x x
M1 03 Medikamente der Liste C 550 x x x x
M9 04 Medikamente der Liste D 2234 x x x x
M9 05 Medikamente der Liste E 85 x x x x
M9 06 Spezialitäten 21480 x x x x
M1 07 Sera, Impfstoffe, Immunoglobuline 164 x x x x
M9 08 Arzneistoffe, Arzneidrogen 2725 x x x x

10 Import- und Spital-Eigenprodukte 3106 x x
12 Services / Dienstleistungen 221 x x x x

P1 19 Medical Devices (Medizinbedarf) 82334 x x x x
P1 20 Ausstattung und Spielsachen für das Baby 2740 x x x
P1 21 Diätetika/Ernährung 18494 (x) x x x
P2 22 Kosmetika und Körperpflege 80234 (x) x x x
P9 30 Veterinaria 1709 x x
P9 31 Chemisch-Technische Produkte 6508 x x x
P9 32 Getränke 1489 x x x
P9 33 Apparate, Geräte für Offizin und Eigenver. 16535 x x x

35 Büro 171 x x x
80 Depot-Parfümerie x x x

all ▲

all, but no veterinary ▲

all, but no hospital/import ▲

all pharma, selected non-pharma ▲

article count in 1000 ~219 248 250 252

M1 drugs Swissmedic A-C, sera, vaccines and immunoglob 11464
M9 all other drugs (ART/CDSO1 04/05/06/08/09) 26524
P1 home care, hygiene, diets (ART/CDSO1 19/20/21) 103568
P2 cosmetics and perfumes (ART/CDSO1 22) 80234
P9 other parapharmaceuticals (ART/CDSO1 30/31/32/33) 26241

248031

Assortment index
CDSO1, CODE/CDTYP=1
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7. Possible implementations: Using and integrating INDEX/Documedis 

7.1. General INDEX product data integration levels 
The INDEX data products offer various integration depths. This allows 3rd party software vendors to integrate 
the data as it best fits their needs. The possibilities cover the full range from bulk downloading the data (1) and 
importing it into your own software to simply linking to one of our websites offering the desired functionality (6). 
The lowest level of integration is (1), giving you maximum independence, but requiring a maximum amount of 
work to build functionality. The levels are: 

 You bulk DOWNLOAD all the XML data (hundreds of MB) every now and then (e.g. every 2 weeks, once per 
month) from our webservice, using your own software. You then import the data into your storage system and 
build your own application, based on the XSD schemas and the INDEX-documentation available. You might 
also want to to delta downloads to grab just the changes since your last download. 

 Like the previous example, but you use the free DownloadTool from HCI Solutions to download the data. 
However, you are still fully responsible for data import and application programming. 

 If you only need to retrieve a single record of data every now and then, you can call a GET webservice of this 
schema and retrieve just the record/s that fit your search criteria. For this, you must know one of the supported 
object IDs (from local INDEX data, as a user entry, scanned as a GTIN, retrieved from another system, etc.).  

Optionally, you can then use XSL to transform the record/s into a HTML to display the data to the end user.  

Last but not least: you can access individual records using our GET viewer where you call an URL, pass some 
parameters and then display the individual HTML page. This can be handy to verify individual records, as it 
allows for easy access to an individual record as currently published in INDEX. 

+ For use cases with advanced complexity such as Clinical Decision Support (drug-drug and patient-drug 
interactions) and Medication, you can use the Documedis API and APP offerings. These extend the INDEX data 
with a set of Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) modules that can be easily integrated into existing software. .  

 Finally, we offer fully functional modules on websites such as compendium.ch or pharmavista.net ($$$). As 
an example, compendium.ch offers “direct links” to access a product detail and its professional text. 
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Depending on your needs, there are six levels of implementation possible for INDEX data. Sorted by system 
independence, they are: 

7.1.1. The Reference Application  
Using the compendium.ch website, quite some of our data is currently available for free as HTML pages (this 
might however change in the future, adding user login requirements tied to INDEX data subscriptions). Data can 
be accessed through direct links pointing to specific product details or compendium texts. 

Advantages:  

 No initial effort or work load for you, use it to learn and experiment on how INDEX data can be used 

Disadvantages: 

 There is no guarantee on its availability, roadmap or lifecycle 
 There is no support available 
 Access limitations might be put into place at a later date 
 You have no influence on functionality or design 
 Not yet in a fully modularized design, not yet a fully supported INDEX subproduct 

7.1.2. The Documedis Software-as-a-Service + 
Since 2018, we have begun to roll out a modular SaaS solution called “Documedis”. When finalized, it will 
combine all features of the reference applications (compendium.ch, pharmavista, INDEX browser) into a single 
platform to access all INDEX data. Access is possible via JOSN/REST APIs  or HTML-based user interface 
modules supported by PDF output capabilities. Currently available are the modules: 

 CDS.CE: A CE-certified medical product for Clinical Decision Support 
(drug-drug and patient-drug interactions, more than a dozen different risk type checks) 

 Medication/Patient: A standardized PDF eMediplan (emediplan.ch) generator and a medication editor 
including mediplan, prescription and polymedicationcheck views. 

Additional modules will give access to product search, product details views, registries, article images, service 
providers and finally all data available in INDEX and some more (https://www.hcisolutions.ch/documedis).  

Advantages: 

 Easy interfaces to quickly attach advanced functionalities to your existing system.  
 Low cost and low risk, proven quality 
 Less local INDEX data to handle 

Disadvantages: 

 Permanent internet access needed 
 Possible critical functionality outsourced 

7.1.3. The GET webservices  
We offer the necessary webservices to help you integrate INDEX-data in your software application using on-
demand queries that use lookup parameters to directly retrieve and parse/render a few search results (<10). 

Advantages:  

 Limited effort or workload for you.  
 Understand on how to input the parameters, then parse results (or simply XSL-transform them) 
 No local data storage and update mechanism needed  
 Can be used in combination with an XSLT for very easy and simplified formatting 

Disadvantages 

 Limited possibilities, best for low level usage, rare use cases 
 You have no influence on functionality 
 Search possibilities limited to the keyTypes provided by the service 
 Might deliver “too much” data, slowing down your application. 
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7.1.4. The DOWNLOAD webservices  
You download the complete data or the latest updates from our webservice as XML. You then import the data in 
your own data structures and build your own database.  

Advantages:  

 Complete independence, you can download/integrate/update/program/display as you wish 
 Update intervals can freely be chosen (e.g. daily, weekly, every nth day, whatever you want) 

Disadvantages: 

 Larger effort on integrating the data and doing the checks 

We suggest using the DOWNLOAD webservice if you want to build your own, autonomous system. There is 
also the INDEX-DownloadTool available to download the data through a GUI or in automated batch mode. For a 
quicker and easier integration, but at the price of higher dependency, use our CHECK webservices. To learn 
and experiment, use our demo data and the viewers. For advanced functionality, quick and low cost integration, 
look at the Documedis offerings. 

7.2. Exploring the reference applications 
Simply go to www.compendium.ch and start using the application. To link your application with compendium.ch, 
use the documentation on direct links as available on the HCI website. 

7.3. Explore the Documedis API and APP 
To experiment with the APP, you can simply use the URL https://documedis.hcisolutions.ch and play around 
with the HTML/PDF offerings (Login might be needed, based on a HIN or Swiss-Rx-Login). 

The API is versioned and typically available under a URL such as https://documedis.hcisolutions.ch/2018-
01/api/docs/, offering a Swagger-based online documentation with live examples. While the docs are available 
without restrictions, you will need an access token to use the API. The token is available through a software 
company license; please contact our hotline for further details.  
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7.4. Using the INDEX data webservices and viewers 

7.4.1. Learning about the INDEX data  
As a software company, we strongly suggest that you invest in your ehealth data knowledge and send one or 
more of your key business, project and technical people for a day of courses and training to our ACADEMY. 
This has the added advantage that you get free support through our hotline if you encounter problems (see 
document front for contact details). Otherwise, service charges will apply. 

In addition to the Academy, you can download an additional (German-only) workshop manual from our website. 
Go to www.hcisolutions.ch/index and choose the “TecDoc” section to access additional information.  

We provide an extended online documentation system of the INDEX data structures called Datadoc. This is also 
tightly integrated with the GET viewer, so you can look at the INDEX data and get the corresponding 
explanation of the source, meaning and usage in one place. We strongly suggest that you use the GET viewer 
to browse the data and Datadoc to learn about the structure and contents of the schemas. 

7.4.2. Versioning and Updates of the data structures 
Normally, the INDEX data structures and webservices are being updated twice a year. These two  “releases” 
happen at the end of April and October, with data for May and November. The release naming therefore follows 
a naming scheme yyyy-mm (e.g. “2018-11”). 

To keep abreast of planned changes, our software company customers are informed by e-mail with a “Release 
Letter”, at least 3 months in advance of a new release. The letter is also available online, in the release history 
in Datadoc – just select a release date, then click a language icon to read the letter in the respective language. 

Make sure that you are on our mailing list to get the release letter in time! Just contact our hotline to sign up. 

Usually, changes are non-breaking and simply consist of extensions to the existing schemas, therefore just 
adding additional data structures, but not changing anything to existing data.  

To make the changes easier to digest for software companies, we always offer data for the four (4) latest 
releases. This makes sure that even in a worst-case scenario, you only need to update your software every 24 
months. Each release will stay online for two years and go End-of-Life (EOL) a month later (mid-/end-year). 

Therefore, there are always at least five possible URL available to get your data through our webservices: Four 
version-specific ones plus a “current” one that simply points to the most recent release. In addition, an upcoming 
release might already be available for testing, delivering integration/testing data. As an example, in October 
2018, the following URL are available for the INDEX data: 

URL Description 

https://index.hcisolutions.ch/index/2018-11/ The test version of the upcoming release autumn 2018. 
Available early October, serving test data until noon of the 
release date (30.10.2018). From then on with productive data 
and available under the /current/ URL (see below). 

https://index.hcisolutions.ch/index/current/ Always using the most recent release, then being 2018-05. 

https://index.hcisolutions.ch/index/2018-05/ The latest release. Same as current for now. EOL 06/2020. 

https://index.hcisolutions.ch/index/2017-11/ An older release, from autumn 2017. EOL 12/2019 

https://index.hcisolutions.ch/index/2017-05/ An older release, from spring 2017. EOL 06/2019 

https://index.hcisolutions.ch/index/2016-11/ The oldest available release, from autumn 2016. EOL 12/2018  

Please check the INDEX website to get the current release status overview (see “Aktuell – Status & News”). 
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7.4.3. Versioning and updates of the data 
The versioning of the data depends on the versioning of the data structures (“releases”). 

The data itself is updated daily from Monday to Friday by our editorial staff; it is then processed overnight. The 
next workday, a quality control process happens. Once successful, the updated INDEX data is published 
between 12.45-13.00h, but never later than 13.00h (If production or QA fail in such a way that publishing is not 
possible before 13.00h, no data is being published for this day). 

Information related to your service request 

Each XML result from our webservices contains a number of date stamps that describe the date the request 
was processed, the date that the data in the XML was produced and the date from when on this data is valid: 

 CREATION_DATETIME reflects the date/time stamp when this downloaded XML-file was created on 
our servers, due to the client request to get it. 

 PROD_DATE shows the production date of our INDEX-data. Once a day a full set of data is produced 
to serve as the source for our DOWNLOAD- and GET services. This set remains stable for the next 20 
– 24 hours after release on our webserver. 

 VALID_DATE normally contains the same date/time as PROD_DATE, but during 3 – 5 workdays before 
the 1st or 15th of the month, we will provide you already with “future” information like prices, payment 
codes of insurances, articles, products, etc. which will be valid only from this VALID_DATE on. 

The latter is the most important one to understand, due to our mechanism that allows timely distribution of time-
relevant data such as prices: Normally, the published date comes with a valid date of today. However, a few 
days before the middle and the end of the month, we start publishing the date with a valid time in the future (the 
1st and the 15th of the month). This “forward skipping” of the valid date gives ample time for each data consumer 
to update his systems well in advance so that new prices for the 1st are indeed ready and in the end user 
system on that day. 

However, you are still completely free to choose your own update intervals when using the DOWNLOAD 
webservice – simply pass in as FROMDATE the date you did your last update, and the webservice will then 
deliver all changes in that INDEX schema data that happened since your last download. While some users 
update daily, others only do it weekly, twice per month, monthly, quarterly or on manual request by the user. To 
ensure completeness and reduce database errors, we strongly suggest that you do a complete re-initialization 
of your INDEX database twice per year, ideally in the first weeks of May and November (after the releases, even 
if you did not update your system). 

Using this information as log-entries in your system may help you monitor the update process of the INDEX-
Data in your environment (or on your customer system). We suggest that you log e.g. the FROMDATE that you 
provided in your request together with the CREATION_DATETIME that you received to make sure that your 
process run correctly. 

 
Information related to each requested data record 

In addition, each individual data record (every article, every product, every service provider, etc.) gets an 
attribute (called DT) of type “datetime”, which reflects the date of the latest mutation for this entry in our 
database. Using this information helps you to track the changes in the INDEX-data, even when your download-
/update-process was interrupted for a given period and you have to ensure the correct tracking of data changes. 

Example: Storing this DT-information together with each record in your database would enable you to track the 
exact update history of the data. If e.g. your download/import was broken between the 25th and 3rd of the month 
and you now restart importing the latest data on the 4th of month, you can compare the DT of each newly 
received record with the DT of your existing records to track detailed changes. 
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7.4.4. Accessing the INDEX data 
To get access to our data, use your company account for the INDEX webservices.  

 As a software company, make sure that you have signed the (free) INDEX developer contract. Once 
you have done this, an account will be created for you. 

 As an end user / institution, you need to have a valid INDEX subscription to one of our INDEX products. 
On sign-up, you tell us about your commercial and technical contacts; they will then receive your 
account details. 

 For end-users of software applications that have an integrated INDEX subscription, no individual 
accounts are available – the data is directly integrated and distributed by the software company for their 
end-users. 

All our webservices use Basic Authentication over HTTPS/SSL. Please provide your credentials using the 
domain “hcisolutions.ch” as account prefix (e.g. Username: “hcisolutions.ch\epn123456” or 
"epn123456@hcisolutions.ch", Password: “YourPassword”). 

Since 2016-01, only the domain "hcisolutions.ch" should be used; old e-mediat accounts are being phased out. 

On all webservice calls, your credentials will be checked to see if you have access rights to the individual 
INDEX and SCHEMA requested. 

You can check your credentials accessing the UserInfo page: it needs to show at least one “app_Download* 
group, e.g. app_DownloadHospINDEX (and more if you have an advanced or professional subscription). 

7.4.5. Using our CHECK webservices 
The CHECK webservices will become available in 2018 as part of the Documedis SaaS.  
Pilot versions of the CDS check are already available upon request. 

7.4.6. Using our GET webservices 
To access the GET services, you use either: 

 The GET webservice using SOAP to query raw XML data 
 The GET viewer to manually input query parameters using an input form (or by passing query 

parameters in the URL) and then see the results on a web page based on a XSL transformation. 
The viewer internally uses the GET webservice, so the result is the same. You could also pass an 
optional XSL path to render the data using your own XSLT or pass a value of “xml” to see/receive the 
raw XML. 

While the GET webservice is suited for application integration, the GET viewer is handy to browse and explore 
the INDEX data universe or to simply verify your own data, e.g. when implementing a DOWNLOAD-based 
architecture. Overall, the GET methods are best suited for low-level, low-cost implementations of basic lookups 
where system availability is not critical. 

The GET service methods are explained online; check the IN schema to see the required parameters. You can 
e.g. call the GetArticle method, asking for the full ARTICLE data of a certain article as identified by his 
Pharmacode, GTIN/Barcode, Product Number, German or French description. 

The possible GET lookup fields are described in each SCHEMA: The description of such elements are denoted 
with a description that begins with “GET.KEYTYPE:” (and includes test data for the GET viewer).  
Example: Schema ARTICLE, Element PHAR: “GET.KEYTYPE:4461382:Aspirin”. 

7.4.7. Using our DOWNLOAD webservices 
To access the DOWNLOAD services, you ideally write your own client application or service that calls our 
DOWNLOAD service, downloads the data and then processes it to update your local database system. This 
method is best suited to create independent, standalone systems with major data query requirements and 
higher SLA than what we provide: the INDEX services are available only as “best-effort/work days” – for the 
INDEX data use cases, having the most current data is never critical. Updated data might not be available for 
several days; the webservices might be down for a day or two. 

The DOWNLOAD service methods are explained online; check the IN schema to see the required parameters. 
You can e.g. call the DownloadArticle method, ask for all ARTICLE data that is currently active and changed 
since a certain date. You will receive data of all articles where at least one data field changed since this date. 
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Tips and tricks: Explore the INDEX download using soapUI 

If you have trouble accessing our webservices 
from your code / development environment, look 
at the raw communication of the webservice, 
download the free version of soapUI, install and 
launch. Now create a new project (Menu File > 
New soapUI project), give “INDEX” as project 
name and use the WSDL address 
https://index.hcisolutions.ch/index/current/downlo
ad.asmx?WSDL. Click OK. 

Once soapUI tries to load the definition, it asks 
for Basic Authentication. Use your account, 
epnYOURNUMBER@hcisolutions.ch, and the 
password given to you by our hotline. 

The tool will then display a list of all available methods. Click the method you want (e.g. DownloadArticle) and 
doubleclick the pregenerated “Request1”. Now fill in your request details (such as the desired INDEX, 
FROMDATE and FILTER values). In the request properties, add your username (“epnYOURNUMBER”), 
password and domain (“hcisolutions.ch”). Now click the green arrow above the XML view request to launch your 
request. A few moments later, the response window on the right displays the resulting data. 
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7.4.8. Using our DOWNLOAD tool 
To help you download our INDEX data through the webservices, you can also use our INDEX-DownloadTool. 
This is a Windows-based application that allows you either to download the INDEX data manually through a GUI 
or to automate it by providing a configuration file and the FROMDATA as parameter. 

System requirements: .NET 4.0 (Windows Server 2008 and higher) 

The tool is available from the DOCUMENTATION page of your index at www.hcisolutions.ch/index (look for the 
INDEX_DownloadTool) or by clicking the link above. Get the tool and extract it to your local storage system, e.g. 
C:\DownloadTool.  

Initial Configuration 

Then prepare the configuration file for your usage scenario: 

 Open the DownloadTool.exe.config in a text or XML editor and adjust it for your needs 
 Enter your Username and Password if you want to use them automatically 
 Set the desired “INDEX” to your subscription (e.g. “hospINDEX” or “insureINDEX”) 
 Set the desired “Schemas” that you want to download (e.g. “Article, Product”). 

Caution: this is case-sensitive input, must match Download* method name. Click the Button [All] to see the 
correct upper-/lowercase naming of each schema. 

 Adjust the “Fromdate” if wanted.  
o The default option is “2000-01-01”, which will make sure that you get the complete data. 
o To only get the data changed since a recent date, you can instead also use d (a Day ago), w (a 

Week ago) and m (a Month ago) as config values; this way, the tool automatically sets the 
FROMDATE to today minus the selected timespan. 

 Adjust other options as desired; they correspond to the settings in the GUI 
 Adjust the “serviceURL” if you don’t want the data from the most recent (“current”) release, but from a 

defined version instead (just replace the “current” part of the URL in there with the specific version such as 
“2019-11”, e.g. https://index.hcisolutions.ch/index/2019-11/download.asmx)  

 Save the DownloadTool.exe.config 

 

Running in BATCH mode 

Configure your environment by editing the included "DownloadTool.exe.config" 

Run the tool in batch mode from the CMD console providing the FROMDATE as command line parameter, e.g. 
"DownloadTool.exe fromdate 2016-01-01".  
You can also use the values d, w and m instead (as explained above) to let the tool itself calculate the fromdate 
based on today’s date minus one day/week/month. This allows you to run the tool automatically through a 
Windows task, e.g. once per week, w 

Watch the output in the console window; the same information also becomes available as a logfile once the 
download has finished. 

Due to the different methods used, the DownloadCatalog method is currently not supported in batch mode. 
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Using in GUI mode 

Just start the DownloadTool.exe; it automatically uses the parameters defined in the config file. 

Now edit the FromDate to define the timespan of the desired data, e.g. all changes since 01.01.2000 would give 
you the full data of the selected schemas. Alternatively, click one of the buttons 1d (a Day ago), 1w (a Week 
ago), ½m (two weeks ago)  or 1m (a Month ago) to get the respective date. 

Then click [Download] to download the selected INDEX data. There will be logfile output on the right. 

 

 

For customers of myCATALOG, the DownloadTool also supports the download of your catalog data as 
descriebd in the appendix. The necessary parameters are the catalog ID, the OWNER_GLN and the 
LANGuage. Optionally, you name your target SYSTEM if you have multiple export configurations in 
myCATALOG. 

 

Tips & Tricks 

The naming of the options in the "DownloadTool.exe.config" corresponds to the naming of the GUI elements. 
See their tooltips for explanation. 

When downloading, the tool creates a subfolder to save the XML files. Configure the "OutputFolderName" to 
change the naming convention (default is {0}_{1:yyyyMMdd_HHmmss}, e.g. "hospINDEX_20161001_130001") 

You can optionally configure proxy settings (e.g. "myproxy.mynetwork.ch:8080") and credentials if needed).  
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7.4.9. Example schema explanation 
For each schema, XSL annotations describe the individual elements. If you use the SchemaBrowser, it renders 
these descriptions as a webpage. If you access the schemas .XSD file directly, the documentation looks as 
follows (example snippet from the PRODUCT schema): 

<xs:element name="BLOOD" minOccurs="0" type="xs:boolean"> 
    <xs:annotation> 
        <xs:documentation xml:lang="EN">true = blood product</xs:documentation> 

 <xs:documentation xml:lang="EN">(galdat 3.0,Table.Field: not available) 
 </xs:documentation> 

    </xs:annotation> 
</xs:element> 
 
<xs:element name="ATC" minOccurs="0" nillable="false"> 
    <xs:annotation> 
        <xs:documentation xml:lang="EN">Therapeutical code ATC</xs:documentation> 
        <xs:documentation xml:lang="EN">(galdat 3.0,Table.Field: ACMED.ATCKey) 
        </xs:documentation> 
    </xs:annotation> 
    <xs:simpleType> 
        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
            <xs:maxLength value="7"/> 
        </xs:restriction> 
    </xs:simpleType> 
</xs:element> 
 
It therefore explains the usage and contents of the element, and might include a reference to which field of the 
former GALDAT database product (EOL 12/2013) this element was corresponding. 

In addition, the annotation might contain a reference to a CODE table used for this element. An example is 
SERVICEPROVIDER/SP/ROLES, which uses codes of codeType 29: 

<xs:element name="ROLECODE" type="xs:string" nillable="false"> 
 <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation xml:lang="EN">Serviceprovider role/type 
   (e.g. Doctor, Wholesaler, Chiropractor)</xs:documentation> 

    <xs:appinfo>CODE/CD/CDTYP=29</xs:appinfo> 
  </xs:annotation> 
</xs:element> 
 

In the schema CODES, there are documentation annotations that point to the schemas and elements where 
that one codeType is used. For our example, codeType 29 points back to SERVICEPROVIDER/SP/ROLES: 

<xs:enumeration value="29"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
    <xs:documentation xml:lang="en">Roles (Medwin)</xs:documentation> 
    <xs:documentation xml:lang="de">Rollen (Medwin)</xs:documentation> 
    <xs:documentation xml:lang="fr">Roles (Medwin)</xs:documentation> 
    <xs:documentation>SERVICEPROVIDER/SP/ROLES/ROLECODE</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
</xs:enumeration> 

 

You can also use the GET viewer to explore the possible CODE values for a certain CDTYP. 
In this example, this would be a list of CDTYP 29 values. 
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8. Appendix 

8.1. ProductNo and Pharmacode as our primary identifiers: private ranges 
The main IDs of our data are the ProductNo in PRODUCT and the Pharmacode in ARTICLE. If you want to 
handle some data privately inside your application (e.g. because it is for internal use only), please use the 
reserved private ranges for these identifiers when adding manual entries to your data to make sure that no ID 
collisions happen: 

 For pharmacodes: 9'000'000 - 9'999'999 (as defined already with GALDAT) 
 For product numbers: 80'000'000 - 80'999'999 (separate area, to minimize confusions) 

Do NOT publish/export such data to other systems where you are not the data owner – they might use the same 
range for their own data and collisions would occur!  

8.2. Specials products in hospINDEX 
If you are a hospINDEX customer and manufacture some products yourself (“Spital-Eigenprodukte”), you can 
ask us to generate a pharmacode for them and include them in the hospINDEX. This way, all your articles can 
be included in the hospINDEX data, too. In addition, our editorial team will properly encode additional scientific 
data such as substances for your product, making sure that you can use them integrated in your IT processes 
like any other commercial product of the pharma industry. This will even allow you to use these products in the 
Documedis CDS.CE checks.  

Simply contact our hotline and ask for this free service. 

However, if you do not want to hand us this information, you can assign your own internal pharmacodes to 
these articles and edit them manually only in your system. If you do this, please do only assign pharmacodes 
and product numbers of the “private” numbers range mentioned above. Otherwise, you might have collisions 
with real data from the hospINDEX.  
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8.3. INDEX-Browser (outdated, EOL 2020, only in German) 
As an example application on how to use the INDEX data, we offer our INDEX-Browser. This is a website to 
make some of the INDEX-data available for data and business analysts (As an existing INDEX customer, just 
ask our hotline for your free login). The user language can be either German or French. 
 
We strongly suggest that you use the GET viewer instead if you just want to browse the INDEX data. 
 
After login, two types of queries are possible, for either the Partner-Database (Data from the 
SERVICEPROVIDER schema) or the Product-Database (Data from various schemas such as ARTICLE and 
PRODUCT): 
 

 

8.3.1. Partner database („Partner-Datenbank“) 
Use this functionality to look up persons and organizations from the schema SERVICEPROVIDER. You can 
search by either GLN or Name of the partner. In addition, you can filter/limit your search to some organizations 
or job roles. 

 

Searching by name uses a „similar“ search, upper/lower case is ignored. The search term is used as “begins 
with” Name-FirstName. You can use the star (*) as a wildcard. 

 Searching for Tori also shows results such as Töri. 
 Searching for noel also finds Noël, Noëlle and Noël-Marie. 
 Searching for Rudolf only shows results where Rudolf is the start of the name or surname. To also find 

the first names Hansrudolf and Hans-Rudol, please use the wildcard * at the start of the search query: 
Looking for *Rudolf includes results with the first names of Hansrudolf and Hans-Rudolf. 
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Once you click one of the search results, details for this service provider are shown: 
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8.3.2. Product database („Produkt-Datenbank“) 
Use this to find any articles available in the ARTICLE schema of your INDEX product. As search criteria, you 
can use either the article description or the pharmacode or one of the other criteria available through the 
dropdown menu. The search keyword must be at least three characters long. 

 

Once the results are shown, you can hover over the column headers to see tooltips or click the headers to sort 
the columns accordingly. 

Additionally, in the columns on the right, it is marked in what INDEX product these articles are contained.  

 

Clicking a result row shows details of this product and all associated articles: 

 

By using the icons and the bottom of the screen, you can access various additional metadata about the product.  
You can also search for similar products by selecting the search mode in the dropdown and then clicking 
[Analoge Produkte].   
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The icons allow you to access the following functions: 

 
View in Pharmavista (separate subscription needed) 

 
Professional information from AIPS/Swissmedic and compendium.ch/HCI Solutions AG 

 
All known interactions of a product and details for each interaction.  

 
Calculatory fields: transform between amounts, units and costs  

 
MiGeL-information 

 
Photos of packages, blisters and pills / primary packaging and dosage form 

 

Calculatory fields: transform between amounts and costs 

This app shows, how data form the schemas *_QUANTITY allow all kind of calculation between amounts and 
units of articles. 

The topmost row shows data relevant to the contents of the product: 

 On the left, the declared 
contents according to 
Swissmedic. As these 
are not uniform, they are 
NOT usable to do any 
calculations. 

 On the right, the 
„normed“ content, as 
calculated by HCI 
Solutions AG. All data 
relies to the unit of the 
product (e.g. 1 ml for 
Algifor Junior Susp.) 

In the middle section, you 
find article data for this 
product. 

Finally, the bottom third 
contains all data relevant to 
units and calculations between them. 

The DDD is the defined daily dose (by WHO). In this example, it is 1.2g. 

Product Units 

 1 small spoon („kleiner Messlöffel“ kML) containings 2.5 ml. 
 1 large spoon („grosser Messlöffel“ gML) contains 5 ml. 

Article Units: 

 1 package equals 1 bottle 
 1 bottle equals 200 mg 
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A simple example of such unit calculations: 

 

1 large spoon („grosser Messlöffel“) of the product Algifor Junior Sups 100mg 

 contains 100.000 mg Ibuprofen  
 contains 0.485 mmol Ibuprofen 
 equals 2.000 small spoons („kleine Messlöffel kML) 
 equals 0.083 of the defined daily dose DDD 
 contains 5.000 ml 
 costs CHF 0.125 (exFactory) or 0.249 (public price) 
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8.4. webINDEX: the online shop option for pharmINDEX/drogINDEX 
In addition to the core INDEX database product specified in the main section of this document, the optional 
webINDEX license offers additional possibilities to pharmINDEX/drogINDEX customers planning their own 
online presence. 

8.4.1. In terms of INDEX content 
The webINDEX option gives access to the following additional content: 

 Consumer categories 
 Article images (over 100’000 photos of more than 50’000 articles in the core assortment of 

Switzerland’s largest pharma wholesalers) including the online services of the HCI infrastructure to 
deliver these images directly to the end users, without need for caching or buffering in the INDEX 
customer system. 

 Product folders grouping similar articles and products 
 Consumer texts (descriptions of product folders) 

The editorial team of HCI Solutions AG is responsible for the structure and assignment of consumer categories 
and offers free article image photography in their quality-controlled studio for all industry partners with a valid 
contract. This assures the high quality of this content. 

The grouping into product folders and the addition of consumer text is done by the industry partners themselves, 
based on their marketing needs. For this, they can access the myPRODUCTS portal of HCI, which is accessible 
to all industry partners with a valid contract. Therefore, the quality of this content strongly depends on the 
editorial effort of the supplier. 

8.4.2. In terms of licencing 
The base license for pharmINDEX and drogINDEX only allows for usage in POS and backend systems. The 
webINDEX extends this licensing to data usage in online shops on the internet. 

In addition, the license permits to integrate article images directly form the servers of HCI Solutions AG, using 
the image handler Software-as-a-Service. This frees you not only from integration of managing, caching, 
updating, hosting, resizing, serving this media content, but it also lowers your infrastructure needs and 
bandwidth costs. 

8.4.3. In terms of integration technologies 

Using the standard INDEX web services 

With the extended licence, a webINDEX customer by default gets additional access to his existing 
pharmINDEX/drogINDEX data, namely the additional schemas Article_Image, ConsumerCode, 
ConsumerFolder and ConsumerProduct that contain the content mentioned. Based on this, any existing 
software can be extended with the new data.  

Using a shop provider that supports webINDEX such as Quatron 

To setup an online pharmacy or drogist shop, the best way to go is to use the services of a multi-tenant online 
shop such as Quatron offered by HCI Solutions AG. This eliminates most technical complexity and most of the 
project risks and their associated costs. Quatron fully supports your webINDEX license and makes all content of 
webINDEX available to your shop automatically. 

Using a simplified flat file structure 

To ease the integration effort for simple shop solutions, HCI also makes a vastly simplified variant of the data 
content available: this “webINDEX” can be downloaded from https://index.hcisolutions.ch/docs/webindex/ as a 
number of flat files that only contain the basic data useful in a web shop.  
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Before deciding on the way to go (standard INDEX with additional schemas vs. simplified webINDEX), please 
be aware of the limitations of the simplified approach: 

 Very much simplified flat data structure, no additional fields 
 No historization or status information included, articles come and go, only includes article currently in trade 
 Data is updated weekly, not daily as in the usual INDEX 
 No release management. Additional columns o files might be added anytime (without breaking compatibility) 
 No delta downloads, always full database only 

 

8.4.4. In terms of data structures in the simplified flat file variant 

File format  

The data is currently provided in XLSX-format, one file per table. This format allows a high number of rows, 
good accessibility and a useful internal compression. 

File Structure 

Table/File Content 

Category The consumer categories / assortment tree 

Company The list of suppliers  

ConsumerFolder The consumer folder and its content for an article (0…n) 

ConsumerLinks The consumer links for an article (0…n) 

ProductArticleDescription The main article list 

ProductCategory The link of each article to 0…n categories 

ProductCompany The link of each article to 0…n suppliers 

ProductImage The list of images available for an article (0…n) 

 

Data structure 

The naming of the columns is closely related to the naming in INDEX, as described in Datadoc. 
Additionally, the INDEX-Workshop manual provides additional details about the CONSUMER data.  
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The exact INDEX source for each column in the flatfile variant is as follows: 

File/Column DataType INDEX Source 

Category   

CategoryId nvarchar CONSUMERCODE/CCODE/CDVAL 

ParentCategoryId nvarchar CONSUMERCODE/CCODE/PV 

DescriptionDe nvarchar CONSUMERCODE/CCODE/LANGUAGE/DESCR (where LANG='DE') 

DescriptionFr nvarchar CONSUMERCODE/CCODE/LANGUAGE/DESCR (where LANG='FR') 

DescriptionIt nvarchar CONSUMERCODE/CCODE/LANGUAGE/DESCR (where LANG='IT') 

DescriptionEn nvarchar CONSUMERCODE/CCODE/LANGUAGE/DESCR (where LANG='EN') 

   

Company   

CompanyId int COMPANY/CP/PRTNO 

CompanyName nvarchar COMPANY/CP/NAMS + Company/CP/ADNAM 

UpdateDate date COMPANY/CP/DT 

   

ConsumerFolder   

CFOLDER int CONSUMERFOLDER/CFOLDER/FOLDERID 

Lang nvarchar CONSUMERFOLDER/CFOLDER/LANGUAGE/LANG 

Summary nvarchar CONSUMERFOLDER/CFOLDER/LANGUAGE/SUMMARY 

Content nvarchar CONSUMERFOLDER/CFOLDER/LANGUAGE/CONTENT 

   

ConsumerLinks   

CFOLDER int CONSUMERFOLDER/CFOLDER/FOLDERID 

Lang nvarchar CONSUMERFOLDER/CFOLDER/LANGUAGE/LANG 

LinkNr int Autogenerated 

Title nvarchar CONSUMERFOLDER/CFOLDER/LANGUAGE/LINK/TITLE 

Url nvarchar CONSUMERFOLDER/CFOLDER/LANGUAGE/LINK/URL 

   

ProductArticleDescription  

Pharmacode int ARTICLE/ART/PHARMACODE 

Sku varchar ARTICLE/ART/PHARMACODE 

PrdNameGerman nvarchar PRODUCT/PRD/DSCRD 

ArtNameGerman nvarchar ARTICLE/ART/DSCRD 

PrdNameFrench nvarchar PRODUCT/PRD/DSCRF 

ArtNameFrench nvarchar ARTICLE/ART/DSCRF 

SwissmedicCategory varchar ARTICLE/ART/SMCAT 
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SaleRx bit Computed from ARTICLE/ART/SMCAT (when SMCAT IN ('A', 'B')) 

Corresponds to ARTICLE/REGULATONS/Sale.Web.Rx 

SaleClickCollect bit Computed from ARTICLE/ART/SMCAT (when SMCAT IN ('C', 'D')) 

Corresponds to ARTICLE/REGULATONS/Sale.Web.CC 

SaleOnline bit Computed from ARTICLE/ART/SMCAT (when SMCAT IN (null, 'E')) 

Corresponds to ARTICLE/REGULATONS/Sale.Web.OK 

AdvertisingAllowed bit Computed from ARTICLE/ART/SMCAT (when SMCAT NOT IN ('A', 
B')) 

Foodinfo nvarchar ARTICLE/ART/FOOD 

CFOLDER_FK int CONSUMERPRODUCT/CPRODUCT/FOLDERID 

GTIN varchar ARTICLE/ART/GTIN 

UpdatedDate date ARTICLE/ART/DT 

   

ProductCategory   

Pharmacode int ARTICLE/ART/PHARMACODE 

CategoryId nvarchar Computed from CONSUMERPRODUCT/CPRODUCT/CCODE and 
CONSUMERCODE/CCODE/CDTYP=ConsumerCategory 

Sku varchar ARTICLE/ART/PHARMACODE 

   

ProductCompany   

Pharmacode int ARTICLE/ART/PHARMACODE 

CompanyId int ARTICLE/ART/COMP/COMPNO [WHERE ROLE = 'L'] 

Sku varchar ARTICLE/ART/PHARMACODE 

UpdatedDate date ARTICLE/ART/DT 

   

ProductImage   

Pharmacode int ARTICLE_IMAGE/AI/PHARMACODE 

Type varchar ARTICLE_IMAGE/AI/ITYP 

Sku varchar ARTICLE_IMAGE/AI/PHARMACODE 

Source varchar ARTICLE_IMAGE/AI/ISRC 

Deleted bit ARTICLE_IMAGE/AI/DEL 

UpdatedDate date ARTICLE_IMAGE/AI/DT 
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8.5. Integrating myCATALOG 
In some use cases, INDEX customers have 
business needs to edit additional, very 
specific and individual data for articles and 
products themselves, because the data is 
not covered by the INDEX editorial team or 
because it is for purely internal use. To 
support these needs, we offer 
myCATALOG, a browser-based online 
application to edit custom data structures 
associated with the ARTICLE and 
PRODUCT schemas of INDEX. In addition, 
various import and export interfaces allow 
seamless integration in existing IT 
landscapes.  

 

8.5.1. The myCATALOG offering 
Using myCATALOG, you can: 

 Setup your own data structures on the ARTICLE and PRODUCT levels  
 Edit your data through an optimized web-based user interface 
 Display INDEX data together with your own data 
 Manage subviews of your data through subcatalogs: A subcatalog normally includes  

o less data rows, therefore fewer articles and products than your master catalog 
o less data columns, therefore less visible custom, than your master catalog 

 Use import and export functions to manually upload or download your data in CSV and XML format 
 Use import and export services to automatically upload or download your data in XML format 
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How it works: 

 myCATALOG is an option for existing INDEX users. Based on your extended subscription, you INDEX 
contact tells our hotline to give access to one or more users of your organization, using Swiss-Rx-Login. 

 You then define your custom columns for the ARTICLE level and the PRODUCT level, using the 
available datatypes and validators, such as strings, numbers, dates, lists and checkboxes. 

 You optionally select the desired INDEX data to display together with the custom data. 
 Our consulting team configures your catalog for the desired custom columns. This makes sure that you 

do not miss any existing INDEX data and that the optimum datatype is used. 
 Optionally, you import some initial data, e.g. from an existing excel list or another IT system. 
 You chose the articles and products to be added to your catalog 
 You edit your data 
 You use export functionalities to bring your custom data into your environments. 

Ask our hotline to configure special access control, so you can allow defined INDEX accounts 
(EPN****@hcisolutions.ch) to access your individual catalogs. 

 If an article or product is missing, simply contact the INDEX editorial team to add it. The items will 
usually show up 48-72 hours later so that you can continue editing. With over 200’00 articles and 
products already available, chances are slim that something will be amiss. 

 

Architectural overview of INDEX, myCATALOG and customer systems 

 myCATALOG contains your individual data structure, then combines it with data from INDEX and your 
own systems into a custom database 

 a web-based editor allows your users to edit these custom attributes 
 webservices allow re-download of the aggregated data into your systems 
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8.5.2. Accessing myCATALOG data using the INDEX webservices 
To allow an automated exchange of INDEX and myCATALOG data with the IT system of your enterprise, the 
INDEX webservices integrate two myCATALOG-specific SOAP actions (since 2017-05): 

 Download.asmx?DownloadCatalog allows you to export your catalog and subcatalog data, including an 
option to generate system-specific data structures. 

 Upload.asmx?UploadCatalog allows you to import catalog and subcatalog data into your myCATALOG. 

As each customers’ catalog structure is very specific, the two webservices themselves consist only of a very 
basic structure, just to choose the desired catalog. On download, the webservice transmits the catalog data 
(XML) and the associated individual structure schema (XSL) as a single combined XML, wrapped in CDATA 
tags inside one specific element of the SOAP response. On upload, transmission is identical – however, the 
upload webservice ignores any uploaded schema information and only imports the XML data. 

You can use your existing INDEX login to access the INDEX webservices as usual over SSL with Basic 
Authentication. If you encounter access problems, contact our hotline to make sure that your user has access to 
the desired catalog as defined by its ID (the ID for each catalog is visible to the endusers inside the 
myCATALOG webapplication). 

The request/response structures are described online, using In/OUT-Schemas and WSDL: 

 Download.asmx/DownloadCatalog 
 Upload.asmx/UploadCatalog 

The requests 
Both action requests share some similar properties to identify the proper catalog and data handling: 

 OWNER_GLN is the GLN of the tenant of the desired catalog, as visible at the top right in myCATALOG 
 ID is the tenant-specific ID of the desired master catalog or subcatalog, as visible in the edit window of a 

catalog inside myCATALOG. 
 LANG accepts values of DE and FR as input. It is only relevant on download if you have mapped 

bilingual INDEX data to be part of your export – in such a case, the LANG param decides which 
language variant of the data is being used for the export. 

 A special role is given to the “SYSTEM” element: this defines the export mapping to be used in the 
request. Using this, you can dynamically change the columns to be included in an export. As an 
example, you could have three different IT system instances, each using an identical myCATALOG 
import mapping interface that accepts a column called “Permissions”. You can now configure your 
myCATALOG ARTICLE schema to have e.g. three different columns, each one containing a value 
corresponding to the access permission level for this article inside your IT systems (“Permissions_TS1”, 
“Permissions_TS2” and “Permissions_TS3”). These columns are mapped to target system values such 
as TS1, TS2 and TS3. If you now specify a SYSTEM value of “TS2” in your DownloadCatalog request, 
the myCATALOG column “Permissions_TS2” will be exported as a column named “Permissions”. The 
same goes for UploadCatalog. 

Only relevant to download is the field FROM_DATE, which works similar to the one in the other INDEX 
webservices: You can use it to control delta updates, only including changes since your last download date. 

Only relevant for upload are the following four elements: 

 FILEFORMAT tells if the attached FILE is a CSV or XML file 
 FILE includes the (base64-encoded) CSV or XML file 
 DELIMITER contains a single char, either “,” or “;” and is only relevant for CSV uploads. 
 PRODUCT_TYPE defines if the uploaded file contains products “P” or articles “A”. 

The responses 

Both responses share some similar treats, but also have some specifics. 

The RESULT node is the same as seen elsewhere in INDEX, containing a status message. 

On download, everything of interest is found in the single element CAT: it includes a complete standalone XML 
file (encoded in CDATA tags) that contains the full content of the desired catalog, for both articles and products, 
and a schema section containing an XSL that describes the catalog structure. 

On upload, the response of our service will give you feedback if all went well during the import of your data.  

 


